The key factor
for your strategy

Involved with your confidence

Client driven
C o m m i t m e n t : A t Te c n i c h a p a , We
achieve our clients’ trust through
commitment, a fundamental value that
supports our strategy focused on boosting
our clients’ businesses. We do commit
in supporting reliably the highest
standards in terms of competitiveness,
service and quality.
Our flexible organisation is prone to
adapt to ever y single need from our
clients, always focused on
strengthening our long term
partnership. Our best skilled people
and latest production means are
within your reach in order to offer you an ongoing
support throughout the complete product lifecycle. Our
determination on these basis leads us to build up a
long lasting relationship with our clients.

Teaming up with our clients
Together, we shall overcome: Our active investment
policy makes possible not only the best use of specialised
machiner y, but also to innovate in state-of-the-ar t
technological means. However, these latest technologies
do need a skilled managing, that's why
we have committed to a thorough training
policy. By means of optimised processes,
our skilled and specialised teams are
continuously adapting to achieve
efficiently the goals that are shared with
our clients. Furthermore, Tecnichapa
is firmly supported by the Ormazabal
Group, a strong international
industrial group that acts globally.
Since its beginnings in 1967, the Group has reached
a relevant position in terms of quality, technology and
reliability within the Electrical devices market.

Integrated into your strategy

Sharing the strategy
A versatile company: Tecnichapa goes beyond the
conventional notion of subcontracting high precision
sheet metal parts. Among other virtues, our versatility
drives us not only to a tight analysis of each of client’s
demands, but also to incorporate into
their business strategy. Our clients’
markets are highly demanding, the best
responsiveness and flexibility shall be
necessary for their partners. Thus, from
the design phase and throughout the
whole product lifecycle, our teams
anticipate and adapt to our clients’
rhythm, a strong value that is
necessar y to ensure a successful
long term partnership.

State-of-the-art technology
Research: Tecnichapa has build up, since years,
a leadership position in terms of manufacturing
and assembling sheet metal precision products.
This leadership can be held not
only by means of modern
production means, but also by
leading a permanent research
activity in new applications.
Our extended formal process
of technological sur veillance
guarantees the present and
future of our production
scheme, equipped with latest
machinery and best
practices.

On going innovation

Innovation in processes
Partnership: Tecnichapa is a first
level partner within its field, liable
to provide global solutions. Inside
our manufacturing site, each client
has a fully dedicated workshop that
manages and manufactures
exclusively their products. These
workshops are fully equipped with
necessary means to process sheet
metal, to assemble complete
products and manage the whole
logistics chain till the end-user.
Thus, ever y single person acts
on a client driven basis since
ever yone knows accurately
each of its clients’ needs and
expectations.

New management
Quality: The evolution of its Quality Management
System has led Tecnichapa to be among the first
in the field to incorporate TQM principles as
fundamentals in our management processes. As
a proof of its consistency, since 1995 our Quality
system is certified upon the ISO 9001 standard.
Furthermore, since we work for the aerospace
market, our system is also certified since 2003
upon the EN 9100 Aerospace standard.
Tecnichapa is managed with regards to process
management basis, spreading procedures that
are based on the EFQM model. At the end,
this commitment has boosted enough capacity
to reach excellent results in a sustainable
manner. On a day-to-day basis, spreading
the "Zero Defects" notional quality standards
on ever y single process has driven Tecnichapa to excel as a
reliable partner, a major value highly appreciated by our clients.
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Our markets
Diversification: Tecnichapa designs and manufactures highend demanding metallic components for those markets that are
in the avant-garde. Our clients are leading in their activities,
some are relevant OEM companies acting globally. As we do
act within a global and ever evolving environment, our aim is
to support permanently our clients’ leadership meeting their
every single needs.
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